
The Teahing of Linear AlgebraI reently withdrew my own text in Linear Algebra. So for some time I have been looking some timefor a replaement. I have examined a number of Amerian books from large publishing houses, and turnedaway in bitter disappointment.I will detail my frustration in this artile. Hopefully my omments will be of some use to someonedevising or developing a ourse in linear algebra. Or writing a book!In general terms the most important problem is organization. I realize the dilemma. A very tightly knitstruture may appear overly abstrat and frustrating; the ourse builds and builds and everything happenstowards the end. A looser struture, however, may turn the subjet into a onfusing array of fragments. Ilaim that prejudie, and impatiene with the qualitative nature of learning, has produed too muh of thelatter. Short-term \simpli�ations" may alleviate initial diÆulties at the ost of reahing no goals at all.One instane of poor struture is that far too many theorems are stated, and too few are proved. \Theeigenvalues of a triangular matrix an be read o� from the diagonal!" Is that a theorem? It's an observation,and students will make it.In my view, linear algebra is a synthesis of geometry and equation solving. Its most natural goals areleast-squares and various uses of eigenvetors. My ontats in both eletri and mehanial engineeringon�rm this view.As for least-squares, it's important to understand the geometri idea. All eÆient numerial algorithmsstart from that, not from the normal equations. In the latter ase it's important to have good examples fromappliations, e.g., disrete heat ondution or disrete osillations. In these, eigenvalues and eigenvetorsmean something. For instane, appeal to the physial model explains why the eigenvalues in either ase mustbe non-positive; also when, and why, zero eigenvalues appear.The so-alled lassi�ation of quadri surfaes ontributes nothing to the students' understanding ofthese onepts. Its merits (if any) lie elsewhere.There are other, quite valid, goals. However, in my experiene, one must onentrate on these two, elseonfusion and fragmentation will prevail. Given the time, the Singular Value Deomposition would be themost natural limax, interrelating these two goals. Books should give it, along with appliations.I now turn to my list. GeometryFor some reason vetors are usually identi�ed with oordinates right away. My olleagues in Mehanisare extremely ritial of this fat. Students (who have been exposed to Amerian textbooks) know how tosubtrat and ross multiply but don't know where the resulting vetors point. I believe vetors should beintrodued (informally) as equivalene lasses, direted segments whih \may" be translated. There shouldbe many very simple problems without oordinates, or problems inviting the student to introdue his own.One reent favorite of mine is, determine the dot produt of two vetors from a diagram. What exatlyneeds to be measured?Of ourse, geometri vetors are there to prepare for more abstrat things. Therefore, the treatment oflinearity properties never eases to amaze me. In most treatments, the oordinate rule for dot produts isdedued from the Law of Cosines (not wanting proof?). Linearity is read from the expression.The natural proedure is to dedue the linearity properties from those of orthogonal projetion. This isa higly non-trivial fat, requiring similarity. The insistene on identifying vetors with oordinates onealsthis idea.Most books introdue the ross produt by way of oordinates. This raises serious invariane questions.1



Their geometri haraterization is proven by omputation, exept orientation, whih is too hard, in thisapproah. It \may" be proved, or is \beyond the sope of our presentation".In ontrast, starting with geometry o�ers the golden opportunity to introdue several important exam-ples of linear mappings. The ross produt, one fator �xed, is omposed of a projetion, a rotation and adilation. Orientation is then no problem at all.If rigor demands the oordinate approah, then why not simply de�ne orientation by the sign of adeterminant? This ould atually be justi�ed by some kind of ontinuity argument.I one letured this three-step idea to students using Howard Anton's text. I didn't are to illustrate thelinearity of eah step, instead I referred the students to the text for that. Only afterwards did I realize thatAnton (like Edwards-Penney, like D. Norman, but unlike most other texts) doesn't have a single diagramillustrating the single most important onept of the whole subjet!!!By the same token, some authors presuppose the addition laws of Trigonometry in order to determinethe matrix of a rotation. Again the natural proedure would be to derive the laws from the linearity of themapping. Linearity should be presented as a powerful unifying tool, that produes, and interrelates, somevery striking, non-trivial, results. Systems of EquationsSo many pages, so many fany words. Four simple examples are enough to explain row eliminationand obstrutions to it. We need no more. The formal apparatus introdued in many books oneals theelementary nature of the operations. To quote J W S Cassels, from another ontext, we should treat thesethings like the triviality they are. Matries and their InversesI don't know of one single Amerian textbook explaining matrix inverses, and the ondition for theirexistene, in a natural manner. The simple theory is imbedded in a pompous disussion on elementarymatries, their produts and fatorizations.Why not do the obvious? The equation AX = I immediately translates into a set of systems of equations,all having the same left members. They are uniquely solvable if detA 6= 0. If detA = 0 row operations willprodue a row of zeros in the left member, but not in all of the right members, sine det I = 1 6= 0.And, in the �rst ase, XA = I beause both members satisfy AY = A, whih is again uniquely solvable.We don't even need elementary matries to explain the produt rule. Just look at the row operationsturning AX = AB into X = B; the determinants of both members hange by the same fator. The asedetA = 0 admits a simple separate proof. Determinants\Down with determinants" wrote Sheldon Axler a while bak. I would rather say, down with the\standard" treatment, by indution. This is supposed to be a simpli�ation, beause permutations and theirsigns are too hard on the students.The test is proofs. The same books that devote pages of indution proofs to the relatively simplelinearity properties have great trouble with antisymmetry. The proofs are long and unnatural, not given atall, or relegated to an Appendix.The de�nition by permutations puts antisymmetry right under your nose. First deal with adjaent rows,then the general ase, in an odd number of steps. The sign of a permutation is best explained by ounting\negative slopes" as in Shilov's lassial textbook.I've been using that approah for deades, and it has always worked. For instane, it turns the statementdetA = detAt into a triviality. A half turn does not hange the sign of a slope.In many ases, where ertain phenomena an be explained more diretly - suh as uniqueness (inde-pendene) implying existene (spanning a spae) - it seems that determinants help �x the ideas. One maydeplore this fat; Axler seems to. I hallenge him and everybody else to prove the following theorem withoutusing determinants: 2



\Let the two real n=n{matries A and B be onneted by a omplex hange of basis: A = T�1BT , Tomplex. T an then be replaed by a real matrix" (the issue is invertibility).Whih spaes?There has been muh disussion whether to introdue \general" vetor spaes, or just Rn, possiblyalong with its subspaes. If we stik to just Rn most of the theory beomes pointless. E.g., the theoremstating that linear independene is equivalent to spanning, if the number of elements is \right", produesnothing, sine one ondition is just as easy to hek as the other.And if we do introdue subspaes we need the general de�ntion to explain that the full spae and itssubspaes are examples of the same thing. Really, the most important question is what examples to introduebesides these. The simple rule is: abstration must produe something. Spaes of matries, and traelessmatries, whatever, seem rather unprodutive. By ontrast, applying the general theory to polynomial spaesor solution spaes of di�erential equations produes insight into various onrete problems. Interpolation,existene of partiular solution, et.Linear Mappings. Eigenvetors. Quadrati Forms.A few deades ago linear mappings disappeared. They were replaed by their matries altogether,beause matries are more \elementary" or \onrete". This, of ourse, is the ommon fallay of onfusingvetors and oordinates. Also it represents the misoneption of omputation being more onrete thanvision.A areful analysis has onvined me that the main trouble students have with linear mappings is thepassage from mappings to matries. The reason is that they are used to pratising algorithms after beingtold exatly what to do. They are not used to distinguishing between de�nitions and theorems, for instane,a fat that turns elementary ideas into utter onfusion.The punishment for emphasizing the matrix over the mapping is immediate. We an no longer explain,let alone illustrate, the onept of eigenvetors. A rotational axis is no longer an eigenvetor of a rotation. Itsoordinates (in some God-given basis) are, and they again belong to a matrix, not to the geometri objet.But the oordinates of one given eigenvetor an be exatly anything but zero!It also beomes logially impossible to disuss diagonalization. We no longer simplify the desriptionof one given geometri objet. We hange a matrix into something \similar". The students are expetedto swallow the idea of an eigenvetor being a GLn{orbit of olumns ompatible with a GLn{ation (byonjugation) on a square matrix!Of ourse, many important mappings are not geometri at all. An important situation is the shift ordi�erentiation operator ating on the solution spae of a di�erene or di�erential equation. Where's thematrix? It depends not only on the equation but on a hoie of basis.There are at least three equally natural hoies! The Jordan basis, the basis derived from the impulseresponse by shifts or di�erentiation, and the basis belonging to \standard" initial values. These are thebases produing the most important \normal forms" of matries: the Jordan form, and the two rational\ompanion" forms. I believe this example is by far the most important.Another ase in point is quadrati forms. The \onrete" approah is to represent them as Q = XtAX ,A symmetri. We �nd an orthogonal matrix T , with \eigenvetors" for olumns, diagonalizingA: T tAT = D.The substitution X = TY transforms XtAX into Y tDY . Really!Over the last 25 years I've asked students to explain (in a numerial example) what happens when theyompute AT and TAtT . They don't see it. They don't realize how to read the matrix mutlipliations, the�rst time olumn-wise, the next time as dot produts.The \abstrat" way does not present this diÆulty; it also displays the two expressions as di�erentdesriptions of the same thing.The quadrati form should be oneived of as a funtion of a vetor agument u First writeQ(u) = F (u)�uwhere F is a symmetri mapping; then write u in terms of an orthogonal eigen-basis. The rest is automatiand the students usually see it. I've tried both approahes by way of an exerise, and the \abstrat" (rather,\vetor") approah is always the easiest. 3



This approah also onforms muh better to appliations in rigid body and solid mehanis where thequadrati form and its assoiated linear mapping have natural interpretations.Diagonalization doesn't replae energies by simpler energies. It simpli�es their expressions!The Spetral Theorem, and its proofThe deepest, and most impressive, theorem in standard ourses is the Prinipal Axes, or Spetral,Theorem. Some books, e.g., Anton, omit its proof. Some deal only with the ase of simple harateristiroots. Others use partitioned matries or appeal to the onept and theory of orthogonal omplements.Again, referene to the mapping proves superior. The important point is that the symmetry of thematrix is an orthogonal invariant. Therefore, the equivalene of the matrix property and a mapping propertyF (u) � v = u � F (v), must be proved. The mapping identity holds very little intuitive meaning but it's easyto verify in the ase of, e.g., ortogonal projetions, reetions and some mappings of physial interest, suhas the \inertia tensor".A proof in 3 dimensions will now ontain the neessary ingredients. Those so inlined will supply thegeneral ase, by indution.Find one normalized eigenvetor e1 (existene is easy in 3 dimensions, highly non-trivial in higherdimension). Inorporate it into a suitable ON-basis e1; e2; e3. By the de�nition of egeinvetors, and thesymmetry of the mapping we arrive at:F (e1 = �1e1F (e2) = pe2 + qe3F (e3) = qe2 + re3We now have F ating on a two-dimensional spae. Find another eigenvetor and repeat the proess!Of ourse, the two-dimensional ase admits several instrutive proofs whih ould be given as exerises.Change of BasisThis is a simple topi usually rendered abstruse by onfusing notation and the onfusingly arbitrary useof the prepositions \to" and \from". When I learned the subjet more than 35 years ago I was fortunate to�nd some notes by Olov Hanner whih presented the formulae in a onise and uni�ed manner. The idea isto introdue row matries of basis vetors. We an then write a vetor as a matrix produtu = eXewhere the �rst fator (a row) ontains the basis vetors and the seond, olumn, fator ontains the oordi-nates. A hange of basis may be written f = eTWriting u = fXf = eXewe immediately infer TXf = Xe. Invertibility is immediate from the mere existene of an inverse relationshipe = fU .And, automatially, a matrix and its inverse ommute!The real gain is the transition formula for matries of linear mappings. I leave it to the reader tointerpret the following manipulations: F (eXe) = eAeXe= F (fXf ) = fAfXfwhene Af = T�1AeT4



by substitution.I've given this question in several exams. It was lear from the solutions that the students didn't knowthe proof by heart. They found it.Most texts don't give any revealing examples or exerises. A nie example to try is the equation andnormal vetor of a line in a plane. One basis ould be orthonormal, the other oblique. It is easy to hekthe equation of a line in either basis by interseting it with the axes. A neatly drawn diagram will onvinethe students that the equation and the normal vetor do not transform the same.Other nie examples are, in whih points does a given line interset a tetrahedron; how many sides of abox are visibly from an exterior point; does a given point lie in the shadow of a given triangle (a light souregiven at some other point). Rank and NullityThis is the �rst topi I would simply drop if I didn't have enough time or bright enough students. I knowof no other topi that lends itself so naturally to meaningless and inomprehensible juggling with numbers,sometimes row operations sometimes olumns operations, sometimes both, please, when do we do whih,what are the rules?The subjet ries out for appliations, most of them inaessible by the matrix approah. This is thenatural point to introdue other spaes than Rn and its subspaes.The rank-and-nullity, or dimension, theorem, is there to prove existene, for instane of interpolationformulae for polynomials or partiular solutions to di�erential equations. If there is no time for suh illustra-tions, then I don't see at all the point of dwelling on this item. Maybe it should be saved for last, espeiallyif some of the students are dragging.This �nishes my list. I believe that textbooks, and leturers, inorporating at least some of my suggges-tions will go a long way towards turning students into doers and thinkers, rather than slow and apriiousomputers.Peter HakmanLeturer,Applied Math,Link�opings Tekniska H�ogskola,SE 581 39 Link�oping, SWEDENemail: peha�mai.liu.se
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